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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates of an experimental research that was conducted to study the effect of natural kenaf fiber on concrete
production which implements in the sustainable construction industry as a low-cost material. Concrete produced with kenaf
fiber reinforced concrete (KFRC) with fiber volume contents are increasing 0%, 1%, 3% and 5% in the mix proportions. The
concrete fresh properties consisting slump and density are determined in the laboratory. The compressive strength, compacting
factor test, modulus of rupture, surface strength, and direct shear test of KFRC specimens are investigated and compared to the
properties of conventional concrete specimens. A total number of 36 concrete cubes with the size of 150 mm x 150 mm x 150
mm were tested for compressive strength, 36 Concrete beams with the size of 100 mm x 100 mm x 350 mm were tested for
flexural strength, and also 36 concrete small beams with the size of 100 mm x 100 mm x 350 mm were tested for direct shear
test. All of the specimens were cured for 7, 14 and 28 days before testing. The experimental results indicate that the mechanical
and fresh properties of KFRC are decreased then the conventional concrete specimens with the increased of kenaf fiber content.
It is also observed that the additions of fiber decreased the ultimate load of the concrete for compressive strength, modulus of
rupture and direct shear test. However, kenaf fiber concrete enhanced more toughness and ductility behaviour compared with
the conventional concrete. Finally, it concluded that kenaf fiber is a suitable material that could potentially be used to produce
low-cost ‘green’ concrete which has higher toughness and reduce the cracking propagation in the concrete structural
applications. Copyright © 2015 VBRI Press.
Keywords: Sustainable; toughness; kenaf fiber; compressive strength; flexural strength; direct shear; rebound hammer;
ductility.

Introduction
Natural fibers are prospective reinforcing materials in
concrete and their use has been more traditional than
technical. The advantages of natural kenaf fiber reinforced
concrete (KFRC) included increasing toughness, enhancing
cracking behaviour, enhanced durability and improving
fatigue and impact resistance have been well presented in
the previous research [1]. Steel, polypropylene and
synthetic fibers are the main materials used to control
concrete cracks, weak bonds and spalling of concrete. As
the needed for these materials is becoming higher and their
cost is also rapidly increasing. Therefore, there is a need to
explore alternative materials to ensure that the price of fibre
is within an affordable limit for both small and large scale
construction purposes.
Kenaf fiber comes from a plant named ‘Kenaf’ which is
a plant in the Malvaceae family, is in the genus Hibiscus
and is probably native to southern Asia although its exact
natural origin is unknown. Kenaf denoted as industrial
kenaf due to of its great interest for the production of
industrial raw materials Kenaf is comparatively
commercially available and economically cheap amongst
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other natural fiber reinforcing material [2]. Kenaf has been
studied as a potential replacement for the diminishing
tobacco farming industry in the south-eastern United States.
Kenaf is a hardy, strong and tough plant with a fibrous
stalk, resistant to insect damage and requires relatively
fewer amount of or no pesticides [2]. Kenaf fiber consisting
of following properties which includes its density is 1320
Kg/m3, Tensile strength is 260 N/mm2 and moist absorption
is 10-12%, with the average diameter of fiber is 67.6 lm
[2]. The kenaf plant can grow to heights of 3.5– 4.5 m
within 4–5 months with annual fiber yields of 6 to 10 tons
of dry fiber/acre, which is approximately four times greater
than that of southern pine trees. Kenaf filaments consist of
discrete individual fibers, generally 2–6 mm long [3].
Because of its high stiffness, strength values and also has
higher aspect ratios which made it suitable to be used as
reinforcement in polymer composites [4]. It has a best fiber
which contains 75% cellulose and 15% lignin which offers
the advantages of being biodegradable and environmentally
safe material for producing structural concrete [5]. The use
of kenaf fiber composites as reinforcements is currently one
of the more interesting areas of research. Various sectors,
especially from the research field involved in the use of
Copyright © 2015 VBRI Press
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natural materials as a reinforcement fiber, claim kenaf fiber,
composite materials to be among the best available
alternatives to replace synthetic fiber. Its excellent flexural
and tensile strength made itself as a good candidate for
many applications such as the reinforced material in
concrete [6]. The use of natural plant fibers as a
reinforcement in fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) to replace
synthetic fibers such as glass is receiving attention, because
of advantages such as renewability, low density, and high
specific strength. A large number of researches carried out
on synthesis and characterization fibers based on different
materials and their applications [7-12].
Kenaf fiber can be used as a joining material with
minimal overlapping length and can be utilised to produce
polymeric material to implement in rehabilitation
techniques of structures [13]. Due to its physical properties
of light weight, competitive tensile strength, stiffness,
vibration damping properties, and also due to the fiber
being a renewable and biodegradable resources, kenaf fiber
is the most suitable natural fiber for producing lightweight
structures. An investigation conducted on natural fiber
concrete to overcome the brittle response and limiting postyield energy absorption of concrete led to the development
of fiber reinforced concrete using discrete fibers within the
concrete mass.
A number of experimental studies have been conducted
past to explore the potential of kenaf fiber as reinforcement
in polymers [1, 2, 14-16]. Recently, a detail of the review
on kenaf fiber is introduced by Saba et al. [2]. Although the
commercial application of natural fibers into fiberreinforced concrete composite is gradually increasing day
by day, there is still a lack of understanding of specific
issues regarding their properties and behaviour. Therefore,
much research is needed for potential use of natural-fiber
materials in green construction applications.
Elsaid et al. [1] investigated that KFRC generally
exhibits more distributed cracking and higher toughness
than plain concrete. They also found that cracking
behaviour enhances the durability of concrete at relatively
low cost compared to other types of fibers. They
established that the optimum mixture proportions of KFRC
are of 1.2% and 2.4% fiber contents. Ngo et al. [14] to
investigate the effects of the addition of natural fibres
(Kenaf and Oil Palm Fruit Bunch) on the mechanical
properties of reinforced polymer composites. They found
that tested composites showed improvement by adding
natural fiber as reinforcement in both tensile and flexural
strength. Moses et al. [15] investigated the compressive
strength properties of kenaf fiber composite mortar with
Fiber contents of 1%, 2% and 3 %. It is observed that the
compressive strength decreased with increasing fiber
volume and length. However, there was an increase in
compressive strength of between 0.21% - 22.3% for
composite mortar containing 1-3% volume of fiber with
10mm fiber length. Hafizah et al. [16] presented the
experimental results of a series of tensile test conducted on
continuous kenaf fiber with different types of thermoset
resin. It is found that composites performance increased
gradually with every increment of fiber volume fraction.
Flexural properties of beams under static and cyclic loading
conditions and behaviour of beam-column joints under
cyclic loading have been carried out and it is concluded that

rural fibers including coir and sugarcane natural fibers
exhibit better performance than conventional concrete.
Hence the past research activities on natural fibrous
concrete focused on mechanical strength and
microstructural studies at 28 days curing period only [1720].
It is observed that a number studies has been conducted
on kenaf reinforced fiber concrete, but still there is lac of
findings of an experimental research on natural kenaf fiber
reinforced concrete (FRC). The main focus of this paper is
to investigate the mechanical properties of KFRC including
the compressive strength, modulus of rupture, shear
strength and surface strength of KFRC.The objectives
include the determination of the optimum percentage of
kenaf fiber in concrete; comparing the mechanical
properties of KFRC with the conventional concrete and
also to set the possibility in implication of KFRC as a
sustainable construction green material for low-cost
housing industry.
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Experimental
Materials and sample preparation
The materials used in this research work to acquire the
desired strength including kenaf fiber. Specimens were
prepared by some moulds of the concrete with different
shapes and sizes in different sizes in the laboratory. A total
of 108 specimens were prepared in the laboratory to
conduct the compressive strength, flexural strength and
direct shear test for the corresponding size of 150mm x 150
mm x 150mm, 100mm x 100mm x 350mm and 100mm x
100mm x 350mm. All of the specimens were tested after
curing times for 7, 14 and 28 days. The brief description of
the material used in this research is given in below:
Water
Water is the chemical means by which cement is changed
from a powder into a hardened material with strength and
durability [21]. For a concrete to be form water must be
added to the mixture in order to create a chemical reaction
between water and cement to form a paste.
Aggregate
In this research, crushed aggregate which have been
prepared from quarry were used with the normal size of
10mm. The coarse aggregate were air dried for obtaining
saturated surface dry (SSD) condition for ensuring that the
water cement ratio will not be affected. Fine aggregate are
usually known as sand which must comply with coarse,
medium or fine grading requirements of [22]. The fine
aggregate act as a filler in concrete and it was air dried to
acquire SSD condition to ensure that the water cement ratio
does not affected, it is also refers to the particles that
passed 600µm sieve.
Cement
The cement which has been used in this research is locally
producing Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC). Portland
cements are hydraulic cement, which means they harden
and set by the action of water only. OPC is made of finely
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powdered crystalline minerals which are composed
primarily of aluminium silicate and calcium.
Kenaf fiber
The kenaf fibers used in this investigation were obtained
from MARDI, Selangor, Malaysia. The fibers were
extracted from the bast through retting bacteria process.
The existing moisture content in kenaf fiber was less than
6%.The fiber used in the experiment was kenaf fiber which
is added at different percentages of 0% (for control
specimen), 1%, 3%, and 5% respectively; Fig. 1(a) has
shown the type of kenaf fiber used in this experiment which
is at a mixture of 2cm and 5cm in length.
Test set-up and procedure
An experimental program was conducted to evaluate the
basic material properties and mechanical behaviour of
KFRC. Compaction and slump test were accomplished to
examine the workability of the fresh concrete while
compressive strength, flexural strength, rebound hammer
test, direct shear test and density test were done on the
hardened concrete to identify the mechanical properties of
the fiber. The details of the experimental program are
described in the following sections.
Slump Test
The slump test was developed by C.M. Chapman in 1913
from the United States [23]. One of the basic attributes of
concrete is its workability or consistency; the slump test is
done to ensure the concrete mix is workable. There are
three characteristics of slump test; true slump, shear slump
and collapse slump.
Compacting factor test
The compacting factor test gives the behaviour of fresh
concrete under the action of external forces. It measure the
compatibility of concrete which is an important aspect of
workability by determine the amount of compacting
achieved for a given amount of work.
Flexural strength test
A total number of 36 prisms with the sizes of 100mm x
100mm x 350mm were tested for evaluating the flexural
parameters. Flexural strength test is based on two important
parameters. The first parameter is well recognized as first
crack strength is primarily controlled by the matrix. The
second parameter can be defined as the ultimate flexural
strength or the modulus of rapture, which is determined by
the maximum load that can be reached.
Rebound hammer test
The rebound (Schmidt) hammer is an easy to use
instrument; it provides a quick and simple non-destructive
test to determine an immediate indication of concrete
strength in different part of a structure. The minimum
verifiable strength is 10 MPa and can be carried out under
the guidance of [24] to assess the general quality,
uniformity and relative strength of concrete members.
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Direct shear test
A total number of 36 prisms with the sizes of 100mm x
100mm x 35mm long were used However, in comparison of
these two different failures, it discovered that the prism
with 1% KFRC has more toughness than that with 0%
KFRC, thus the prism that has 0% KFRC failed totally after
reaching the maximum load while the 1% KFRC detained
after reaching the ultimate load.
Density test
In this research, density test was based on dried density
method. Before crushing, the samples were weighted; the
weight of the concrete is recorded to be used in the density
formula. The density test is one of the important factors that
used to determine the properties of concrete.
Compressive strength test
A total number of 36 concrete cubes with the size of
150mm x 150mm x 150mm were used for the compression
tests. This test was performed according to the differences
in the ages of the samples for both modified and
unmodified concrete which included 7, 14 and 28 days of
curing respectively.

Results and discussion
This section is presenting the various tests that have been
conducted in the concrete laboratory; the results were
recorded and discussed critically. The specimens were
cured and tested at 7, 14 and 28 days. However, a total
number of 108 specimens were tested for both cubes and
prisms, and also they were analysed by comparing the
results of KFRC with the results of plain concrete
specimens.
Slump test
According to the BS code [25], the design slump of the
experiment is 30-60 mm but when the percentage of fiber
increases from 1% to 5%, the mix becomes stiffer in
workability results and shown low slump value compared to
the slump of 0% (control) fiber. Low slump value may have
great impact on the workability of the concrete. However,
1% KFRC (optimum percentage) slump value represents
the designed range of the slump test by providing 32 mm
(refer to Table 1).
Table 1. Average results of slump test and compacting factor test.
Percentage of
KFRC

0
1
3
5

Slump height

Compacting factor

(mm)

35
32
20
13

0.96
0.945
0.925
0.89

Compacting factor test
This test was conducted on the fresh concrete to investigate
the workability of the concrete and corroborate the outcome
achieved by slump test. The results indicated that 1%
Copyright © 2015 VBRI Press
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Average density of both modified and unmodified concrete
were obtained and illustrated in this section, the designed
concrete density for this experiment is 2375 kg/m3. After 28
days, the concrete reached the highest density as well as the
highest strength for both modified and unmodified
concrete. However, when 1% of kenaf fiber (KF) contents
was added to the concrete mix, the density and the strength
decreases a bit in the same manner for 7, 14 and 28 days
respectively with fulfilling the desired by having the
average density of 2368.753 kg/m3, 2421.333 kg/m3 &
2448.102 kg/m3 respectively.
Hence, this lower density caused by the light weight of
the fibre. From Fig. 1(b), it can be noted that the 28 days of
curing for both modified and unmodified concrete has the
highest strength and density. Moreover, KF can be used to
make light weight concrete that has less density as a result
of light weight of the fiber. Hence, the addition of KF in
concrete reduces the spalling of concrete and 1% KFRC
will be the optimum percentage that can be used in order to
provide a sustainable structure.

(a)

The Schmidt hammer test was conducted in order to
determine the surface strength of the concrete samples.
From Fig. 2(d), it can be seen that the strength of 14 and 28
days are higher than 7 days curing specimen which implies
that when a concrete samples get more cured, the more the
strength of the concrete gained. Hence, Fig. 2(d) has shown
that at 28 days of curing, 0 % KF has the average value of
29.91 N/mm2; however the test reached the desired value
when approximated. Thus, due to the high strength of 1%
KFRC compared to 3% and 5%, 1% KFRC will be more
desirable to choose for applying in structure since it will
provide a significant toughness to that particular structure.
(a)

(c)

(b)

35
25

14 days

20

28 days

15

10
5
0
0

2

4

Percentage (%) of KF content

7 days

(d) 35

7 days

30

6

Surface strength (N/mm2 )

Concrete density

Schmidt hammer best

Compressive strength (N/mm2 )

KFRC has the highest workability of 0.945 compared to
the other two specimens. Hence, it is ensured that the
addition of fiber to the mix make it more stiffer and
provided low workability, which means the compacting
factor will becomes less as a result of the distribution of
fiber that interrupts the movement of concrete particles.

14 days

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

28 days

0

2

4

6

Percentage (%) of KF content

Fig. 2. (a) Mode failure of 0% (control) KFRC, (b) Mode failure of 5%
KFRC, (c) Compressive strength for different percentages (%) of KFRC
and (d) Surface strength for different percentages (%) of KFRC.

Compressive strength

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Kenaf fiber used (b) Density for different percentages (%) of
KFRC.
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Compressive strength tests was conducted in order to
determine the strength of both modified and unmodified
concrete at the age of 7, 14 and 28 days by using cube
mould with the dimension of 150x150x150 mm according
to the [26]. The average results and the behaviour of 0%
KFRC was determined and compared with the average
results and behaviour of 1% KFRC, 3% KFRC and 5%
KFRC respectively. The control cube shown minor cracked
then suddenly failed as soon as reaches its maximum load
during testing.
The failure happened typically in a stiff way by spalling
the concrete near the edges of the cubes as shown in Fig.
2(a). After testing the KFRC, it classically showed a more
yielding failure mode with well spread cracks which formed
progressively prior to the cubes failure and the concrete
cube after tested showed a columnar failure indicated by
the formation of vertical cracks at the side edges as shown
in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 2(c) illustrated that at 28 days, the concrete cubes
reached the highest strength of the compressive tests while
at the age of 7 days after the compressive test the cubes has
a lowest values among the other curing ages. Furthermore,
from Fig. 2(c), it can be seen that the inclusion of KFRC to
the concrete mixture adds an improvement of yield plateau
after the occurrence of concrete cracking and the presence
of fiber interferes with the sudden explosion of concrete
matrix ingredients during failure thereby reduces the rate of
rapid failure as shown in the Fig. 2(b) and the stress also
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transferred across the cracks and the fibres arrests the rapid
crack propagation and prolongs the strain life to continue
beyond the ultimate. However, according to the method
[15], the designed strength of the control cube is 30 N/mm2
at 28 days of curing, hence from the inspection of the
results it discovered that Schmidt hammer results are very
close to the designed values with the average strength of
29.91 N/mm2, while from the compressive strength the
average values of control samples is 32.111 N/mm2 at 28
days of curing. Moreover, the addition of kenaf fiber to the
concrete slightly changed the behaviour of the concrete by
decreasing the strength of it. In general, 1% will be the best
optimum percentage that could be used in structural
construction purposes.
Flexural strength
A series of flexural tests were conducted to identify the
effect of the KF on the flexural strength and toughness of
KFRC prisms compared to the control prisms, the main
effect of the kenaf fiber is to prevent and control the crack
propagation. Fig. 3(a) represents the flexural strength of
KFRC at various curing periods. In addition, Fig. 3(b), (c),
(d) and (e) shows the measured mid span-load deflection of
tested prisms concrete at the ages of 7, 14 and 28 days with
0% (control), 1%, 3% and 5% KFRC prisms respectively.
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

20
Load (KN)

Flexural strength (N/mm2)

(a)

(d)

15
10
5

at 7 days

at 14 days

0

2

at 14 days

0
4

2

4

at 28 days
Deflection (mm)

(e)

6

increased the residual flexural strength and toughness of the
prisms which is distinctive for fiber reinforced concrete
(FRC). Fig. 3(g & h) represent the different mode failure
of the tested control and KFRC prisms respectively.
The control prisms failure arisen as a result of forming a
single crack within the central part of the prism which
headed to sudden brittle failure of the prism. Also a similar
pattern of failure occurred in the KFRC prisms, but the
presence of kenaf fiber helped to bond the crack as shown
in the Fig. 3(g) which led to a more ductile failure mode
with a greater toughness and enduring strength. The
contribution of the kenaf fiber is rather observed on the
ability of KFRC composite to maintain the ultimate load
through further deflection without sudden deflection.
Nonetheless, from the inspections of the results ensured
that 1% KFRC can be used in structure to maintained the
strength and provide a well toughness to the structure.
Direct shear test
A total of 36 concrete prisms were tested to evaluate the
direct shear test of KFRC behaviour compared to plain
concrete prisms. The tested 0% KFRC prisms
characteristically showed single cracking prior to failure.
The failure typically occurred suddenly in a brittle manner
by separating the concrete from the centre of the prisms
shown in the Fig. 4 (a & b). In compared and contrast, the
tested KFRC typically exhibited ductile mode failure. The
prisms typically exhibited a single failure at the centre.
Evaluation of the failed prisms indicated a better toughness
of the fibres in the prisms.

at 7 days

0

at 28 days
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(a)

Percentage (%) of KF content

(b)

(f)
6

Shear Strength (N/mm 2 )

(c)

5

at 7days

4

at 14 days

3

at 28 days

2
1
0

0

2

4

6

(b)

Percentage (%) of KF content

(g)

(h)

Fig. 3. (a) Flexural strength at 7, 14 and 28 days, (b) deflection of 0%
KFRC, (c) deflection of 1% KFRC, (d) deflection of 3% KFRC, (e)
deflection of 5% KFRC, (f) dhear strength of KFRC at 7, 14 and 28 days,
(g) mode failure of modified concrete and (h) Mode failure of 0% KFRC.

The critical examination of Fig. 3 ensured that inclusion
of KF to the mixtures to some extent reduced the ultimate
flexural strength of the concrete and simultaneously
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Fig. 4. (a) Mode failure of 0% (control) KFRC and (b) Mode failure of
1% KFRC.

Fig. 4 (a and b) shown that the direct shear strength of
all concrete prisms concrete increased according to the
increase of curing period. It also shows that at each period
of curing, 0% KFRC has the highest strength. At 7 days of
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curing, 1%, 3% and 5% KFRC decreased the strength with
1.106 N/mm2, 1.953 N/mm2 and 2.366 N/mm2 compared to
their corresponding control prism strength respectively.
Also at 14 days of curing, 1%, 3% and 5% KFRC
decreased the strength with 0.916 N/mm2, 2.019 N/mm2
and 2.485 N/mm2 compared with 0% KFRC. Moreover, at
28 days of curing, 1%, 3% and 5% KFRC also decreased
the strength of the concrete prisms with 0.827 N/mm2,
1.721 N/mm2 and 2.733 N/mm2 compared to the control
prisms strength. The inspection of the results specified that
the KFRC prisms typically exhibit lower shear strength but
higher toughness than the plain concrete prisms according
to their observed results and failure modes. Fig. 3(f) also
indicated that presence of the kenaf fiber decreased the
elastic modulus of the concrete, even though a trend with
the increased of fiber contents is not apparent. Also the
increased of w/c ratio than the control specimen might also
cause the decreased of the direct shear strength. However,
1% KFRC exhibit more toughness in concrete with
providing high strength compared to other percentages of
KFRC, thus 1% KFRC will be very crucial when applied to
a structure.

Conclusion
This section presents the conclusion of the whole
experimental research that were conducted for identifying
the characteristics of KFRC for both fresh and hardened
stages and a suitable mixture proportions were taken into
account for KFRC with fibres contents of 1%, 3% and 5%.
1) This study reveals that increment of kenaf fiber contents
in the mixture decreased the workability of concrete and
this is due to the water absorption characteristics of
kenaf fiber. Besides that, the water absorption with
higher fiber contents made the mixture more stiffen
which will finally produces lower workability concrete
which may lead to consider choosing the optimum
percentage of kenaf fiber content.
2) The results of density tests verified that an increase of
fibers in the concrete mixture decreased the density of
the concrete. However, additions of fiber contents in
concrete reduced the density of the concrete and
provided light weight concrete.
3) This study of KFRC cubes based on compression test
ensured that adding kenaf fiber to the concrete mix
slightly reduced the ultimate load of the concrete cubes.
It discovered that the lower amount of fiber content, the
increased strength of KFRC which will be very close to
the plain concrete strength. Also when the fiber content
increased high, the results also decreased compared
with the plain concrete. However, KFRC exhibited
more ductile behaviour with greater energy absorption
and more well power of attacking the cracking pattern
compared with the 0% KFRC cubes. The more concern
of this study is about the strength of concrete with
additions of fiber contents. Hence, 1% will be very
sufficient to use in the structure as a result of having a
high strength with a vital toughness to concrete at the
same time.
4) Schmidt hammer test at 28 days of curing, 1% KFRC
has the average value of 25.21 N/mm2 and the test result
falls from the designed range. Moreover, Schmidt
Adv. Mater. Lett. 2015, 6(8), 731-737

hammer test can be used to estimate the compressive
strength of a given concrete and it can provide the
surface strength of concrete which termed as a
nondestructive test.
5) The results of flexural strength indicated that KFRC
exhibited a more ductile failure mode when compared
with the 0% KFRC mode failure, after the deflections of
the KFRC prisms, the toughness of the prisms are
higher than that of the control concrete samples.
Similarly, under the direct shear strength test, the
behaviors of KFRC prisms are quite similar with those
of flexural tests. They showed similar mode of failure,
and ensured that KFRC prisms has a high toughness
compared to the conventional concrete.
This study reveals that 1% of KFRC has achieved a
very good strength compared to 3% and 5% KFRC, and
also has an excellent toughness and ductility capability
when compared with 0% KFRC. So, 1% KFRC will be
suitable to that type of structure where higher toughness
and high strength will be needed simultaneously. Natural
Fibers are cheaper than synthetic fiber therefore; it is more
convenient to choose kenaf fiber for construction of light
weight concrete structures because of its excellent crack
minimization and toughness capabilities compared to use
synthetic, steel or polypropylene fibers.
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